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We present a systematic study of the existence and stability of discrete breathers that are spatially localized
in the bulk of a one-dimensional chain of compressed elastic beads that interact via Hertzian contact. The chain
is diatomic, consisting of a periodic arrangement of heavy and light spherical particles. We examine two
families of discrete gap breathers: �1� an unstable discrete gap breather that is centered on a heavy particle and
characterized by a symmetric spatial energy profile and �2� a potentially stable discrete gap breather that is
centered on a light particle and is characterized by an asymmetric spatial energy profile. We investigate their
existence, structure, and stability throughout the band gap of the linear spectrum and classify them into four
regimes: a regime near the lower optical band edge of the linear spectrum, a moderately discrete regime, a
strongly discrete regime that lies deep within the band gap of the linearized version of the system, and a regime
near the upper acoustic band edge. We contrast discrete breathers in anharmonic Fermi-Pasta-Ulam �FPU�-type
diatomic chains with those in diatomic granular crystals, which have a tensionless interaction potential between
adjacent particles, and note that the asymmetric nature of the tensionless interaction potential can lead to hybrid
bulk-surface localized solutions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of granular crystals draws on ideas from con-
densed matter physics, solid mechanics, and nonlinear dy-
namics. A granular crystal consists of a tightly packed,
uniaxially compressed array of solid particles that deform
elastically when in contact with each other. One-dimensional
�1D� granular crystals have been of particular interest over
the past two decades because of their experimental, compu-
tational, and �occasionally� theoretical tractability, and the
ability to tune the dynamic response to encompass linear,
weakly nonlinear, and strongly nonlinear behavior by chang-
ing the amount of static compression �1–5�. Such systems
have been shown to be promising candidates for many engi-
neering applications, including shock and energy absorbing
layers �6–10�, actuating devices �11�, acoustic lenses �12�,
and sound scramblers �13,14�.

Intrinsic localized modes �ILMs�, which are also known
as discrete breathers �DBs�, have been a central theme for
numerous theoretical �15–24� and experimental studies
�25–34� for more than two decades. Granular crystals pro-
vide an excellent setting to investigate such phenomena fur-
ther. Recent papers have begun to do this, considering related
topics, e.g., metastable breathers in acoustic vacuum �35�,
localized oscillations on a defect that can occur upon the
incidence of a traveling wave �36�, and an investigation of
the existence and stability of localized breathing modes in-
duced by the inclusion of “defect” beads within a host mono-
atomic granular chain �37�; for earlier work see, e.g., the
reviews of �1,2�.

Very recently, we reported the experimental observation
of DBs in the weakly nonlinear dynamical regime of 1D
diatomic granular crystals �38�. In �38�, we described the

characteristics of the DB as follows: a small number of par-
ticles oscillate with a frequency in the forbidden band �i.e.,
the gap� of the linear spectrum, with an amplitude that de-
creases exponentially from the central particle. We took ad-
vantage of a modulational instability in the system to gener-
ate these breathing modes and found good qualitative and
even quantitative agreement between experimental and nu-
merical results. It is the aim of the present paper to expand
on these investigations with a more detailed numerical inves-
tigation of the existence, stability, and dynamics of DBs in a
diatomic, strongly compressed granular chain. In this paper,
we examine two families of DBs lying within the gap of the
linear spectrum. Such waves are called discrete gap breathers
�DGBs�. By varying their frequency, DGBs can subsequently
be followed as a branch of solutions. The family that is cen-
tered around a central light mass and has an asymmetric
energy profile can potentially be stable sufficiently close to
the lower optical band edge before becoming weakly un-
stable when continued further into the gap. Other solutions,
such as the family that is centered around a central heavy
mass and has a symmetric energy profile, seem to always be
unstable. We examine both light and heavy mass centered
families using direct numerical simulations.

The study of DGBs is important both for increasing un-
derstanding of the nonlinear dynamics of strongly com-
pressed granular elastic chains and for the potential to enable
the design of novel engineering devices. For instance, in the
past there have been several attempts to design mechanical
systems to harvest or channel energy from ubiquitous ran-
dom vibrations and noise of mechanical systems �39,40�.
However, a drawback of such attempts has been that the
energy of ambient vibrations is distributed over a wide spec-
trum of frequencies. Our recent experimental observation of
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intrinsic �and nonlinear� localized modes in chains of par-
ticles �38� opens a new possible mechanism for locally trap-
ping vibrational energy in desired sites and harvesting such
long-lived and intense excitations directly �e.g., by utilizing
piezomaterials �41��.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We
first report the theoretical setup for our investigations and
discuss the system’s linear spectrum. We then give an over-
view of the families of the DGB solutions that we obtain and
present a systematic study of their behavior, which we cat-
egorize into four regimes relating to the frequency and de-
gree of localization of these solutions. Finally, we summarize
our findings and suggest some interesting directions for fu-
ture studies.

II. THEORETICAL SETUP

A. Equations of motion and energetics

We consider a 1D chain of elastic solid particles, which
are subject to a constant compression force F0 that is applied
to both free ends as shown in Fig. 1. The Hamiltonian of the
system is given by

H = �
i=1

N �1

2
mi�dui

dt
�2

+ V�ui+1 − ui�	 , �1�

where mi is the mass of the ith particle, ui=ui�t� is its dis-
placement from the equilibrium position in the initially com-
pressed chain, and V�ui+1−ui� is the interaction potential be-
tween particles i and i+1.

We assume that stresses lie within the elastic threshold �in
order to avoid plastic deformation of the particles� and that
the particles have sufficiently small contact areas and veloci-
ties, so that we can make use of tensionless, Hertzian power-
law interaction potentials. To ensure that the classical ground
state, for which ui= u̇i=0, is a minimum of the energy H, we
also enforce that the interaction potential satisfies the condi-
tions V��0�=0, V��0��0. The interaction potential can thus
be written in the following form �2,42�:

V��i� =
1

ni + 1
�i,i+1��i,i+1 + �i�+

ni+1 − �i,i+1�i,i+1
ni �i

−
1

ni + 1
�i,i+1�i,i+1

ni+1 , �2�

where �i,i+1 is the initial distance �which results from the
static compression force F0� between the centers of adjacent
particles. Additionally, �i=ui−ui−1 denotes the relative dis-
placement, and �i,i+1 and ni are coefficients that depend on
material properties and particle geometries. The bracket �s�+
of Eq. �2� takes the value s if s�0 and the value 0 if s�0
�which signifies that adjacent particles are not in contact�.

The energy E of the system can be written as the sum of
the energy densities ei of each of the particles in the chain,

E = �
i=1

N

ei,

ei =
1

2
miu̇i

2 +
1

2
�V�ui+1 − ui� + V�ui − ui−1�� . �3�

In this paper, we focus on spherical particles. For this case,
the Hertz law yields

�i,i+1 =

4EiEi+1
 RiRi+1

Ri + Ri+1

3Ei+1�1 − �i
2� + 3Ei�1 − �i+1

2 �
, ni =

3

2
, �4�

where the ith bead has elastic modulus Ei, Poisson ratio �i,
and radius Ri. Hence, a 1D diatomic chain of N alternating
spherical particles can be modeled by the following system
of coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations:

miüi = A��0 + ui−1 − ui�+
3/2 − A��0 + ui − ui+1�+

3/2, �5�

where A=�i,i+1=
4E1E2�R1R2/�R1+R2��1/2

3�E2�1−�1
2�+E1�1−�2

2�� , �0=�i,i+1= �
F0

A �2/3, and we
recall that F0 is the static compression force. The particle
masses are modd=m and meven=M. By convention, we will
take M to be the larger of the two masses and m to be the
smaller of the two masses. The equations of motion for the
beads at the free ends are

m1ü1 = F0 − A��0 − �u2 − u1��+
3/2, �6�

mNüN = A��0 − �uN − uN−1��+
3/2 − F0. �7�

B. Weakly nonlinear diatomic chain

If the dynamical displacements have small amplitudes
relative to those due to the static compression ���i���0�, we
can consider the weakly nonlinear dynamics of the granular
crystal. It is the interplay of this weak nonlinearity with the
discreteness of the system that allows the existence of the
DGB. To describe this regime, we take a power series expan-
sion of the forces �up to quartic displacement terms� to yield
the so-called K2−K3−K4 model:

miüi = �
q=2

4

Kq��ui+1 − ui�q−1 − �ui − ui−1�q−1� , �8�

where K2= 3
2A2/3F0

1/3 is the linear stiffness, K3=− 3
8A4/3F0

−1/3,
and K4= 3

48A2F0
−1.

C. Linear diatomic chain

For dynamical displacements with amplitude much less
than the static overlap ���i�	�0�, we can neglect the nonlin-
ear K3 and K4 terms from Eq. �8� and compute the linear
dispersion relation of the system �43�. The resulting diatomic
chain of masses coupled by harmonic springs is a textbook
model for vibrational normal modes in crystals �44�. Its dis-

FIG. 1. Schematic of the diatomic granular chain. Light gray
represents aluminum beads, and dark gray represents stainless steel
beads.
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persion relation contains two branches �called acoustic and
optical�. At the edge of the first Brillouin zone—i.e., at wave
number k= 


2�0
, where �0=R1+R2−�0 is the equilibrium

distance between two adjacent beads—the linear spectrum
possesses a gap between the upper cutoff frequency
�1=
2K2 /M of the acoustic branch and the lower cutoff
frequency �2=
2K2 /m of the optical branch. The upper
cutoff frequency of the optical band is located at
�3=
2K2�1 /m+1 /M�.

In addition to acoustic and optical modes, the diatomic
semi-infinite harmonic chain also supports a gap mode, pro-
vided the existence of a light particle at the surface and the
use of free boundary conditions. This mode is localized at
the surface �i.e., at the first particle� and its displacements
have the following form �45�:

u2k+1 = Re�B�− 1�k� m

M
�k

ej�st	 , �9�

u2k+2 = Re�B�− 1�k+1� m

M
�k+1

ej�st	 , �10�

where Re�¯ � denotes the real part, k0, j=
−1, the fre-
quency �s=
K2�1 /m+1 /M� is in the gap of the linear spec-
trum, and B is an arbitrary constant. Thus, the surface mode
decays exponentially with a characteristic decay length of

� = 2�0/ln�M/m� . �11�

A standard derivation of the surface mode is given in Ref.
�46�, while a simple physical explanation of its existence and
characteristics can be found in Ref. �47�. The latter is sum-
marized as follows. Adjacent pairs vibrate in such a way that
the connecting spring is not stretched. Thus each pair expe-
riences no force from any other particle and is decoupled
from the rest of the chain. The resulting decoupled pairs
oscillate with frequency �s.

This particular mode with frequency in the band gap, lo-
calized around the surface, proves to have a nonlinear coun-
terpart and be very closely related to the DGB in the strongly
discrete regime as we describe in later sections.

D. Experimental determination of parameters

In our experiments from �38� and numerical simulations,
we consider a 1D diatomic granular crystal with alternating
aluminum spheres �6061-T6 type, radius Ra=9.53 mm, mass
m=ma=9.75 g, elastic modulus Ea=73.5 GPa, Poisson ra-
tio �a=0.33� and stainless steel spheres �316 type,
Rb=Ra, M =mb=28.84 g, Eb=193 GPa, �b=0.3�. The val-
ues of Ea,b and �a,b that we report are standard specifications
�48�. In Ref. �38�, we experimentally characterized the linear
spectrum of this diatomic crystal and we calculated the par-
ticle’s effective parameter A=7.04 N /�m3/2. Using this
value with the theoretical formulas above, we calculate the
cutoff frequencies and the surface mode frequency. We sum-
marize these results for a static load of F0=20 N in Table I.
For the rest of the paper, we use this experimentally deter-
mined parameter A in our numerical investigations.

III. OVERVIEW OF DISCRETE GAP BREATHERS

A. Methodology

As the equations of motion �Eq. �5�� are similar to the
equations of motion in the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam �FPU�-type
problem of �49,50�, we accordingly recall relevant results. A
rigorous proof of the existence of DBs in a diatomic FPU
chain with alternating heavy and light masses �which is valid
close to the m /M→0 limit� can be found in Ref. �51�. Infor-
mation about the existence and stability of DBs in the gap
between the acoustic and optical bands of an anharmonic
diatomic lattice can be found in Refs. �52–55�. At least two
types of DGBs are known to exist, and �as we discuss below�
both can arise in granular chains.

We conduct numerical simulations of a granular chain that
consists of N=81 beads �except where otherwise stated� and
free boundaries. In order to obtain DGB solutions with high
precision, we solve the equations of motion �Eqs. �5�–�7��
using Newton’s method in phase space. This method is con-
venient for obtaining DGB solutions with high precision and
for studying their linear stability. Additionally, we can obtain
complete families of solutions using parameter continuation;
one chooses system parameters corresponding to a known
solution and subsequently changes the parameters using
small steps. For a detailed presentation of the numerical
methods, see Ref. �18� and references therein.

B. Families of discrete gap breathers

The initial guess that we used to identify the DGB modes
is the lower optical cutoff mode, obtained by studying the
eigenvalue problem of the linearization of Eq. �5�. Such a
stationary profile �with vanishing momentum� is seeded in
the nonlinear Newton solver to obtain the relevant breather-
type periodic orbits. Continuation of this lower optical mode
inside the gap allows us to follow one family of DGB solu-
tions. By examining the energy density profiles of these so-
lutions, we observe that they are characterized by an asym-
metric localized distribution of the energy centered at the
central light bead of the chain �see the left inset of Fig. 2�.
We will henceforth refer to this family of solutions with the
descriptor “LA” �light-centered, asymmetric energy distribu-
tion�.

For frequencies deep within the band gap, the DGB is not
significantly affected by the boundary conditions since it ex-
tends only over a few particles. Thus, its pinning site may be
placed at any light bead of the chain, not only the central
one. However, as the frequency of the DGB solution ap-
proaches the lower optical cutoff, the solution becomes more
and more extended and the boundaries come into play. For

TABLE I. Calculated cutoff frequencies �based on the
experimentally-obtained coefficient A �38�� under a static compres-
sion of F0=20 N.

A
�N /�m3/2�

f1

�kHz�
f2

�kHz�
f3

�kHz�
fs

�kHz�

7.04 5.125 8.815 10.20 7.21
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instance, using an initial guess of an LA-DGB solution deep
within the gap, shifted by a unit cell to the left, we performed
a continuation throughout the frequency gap and obtained a
similar family of LA-DGBs �but shifted by one unit cell�. It
is interesting to note that this family of breathers does not
bifurcate from the optical band, as the family of the LA-
DGB centered at the central light bead does, but rather
ceases to exist at fb�8755 Hz.

These families of DGB solutions, centered at light beads,
are not the only ones that our system supports. We were able
to trace a second type of family as well. The energy density
profiles for solutions in this second family are symmetric and
centered on a heavy bead �see the right inset of Fig. 2�. We
will call this family of solutions “HS” �heavy-centered, sym-
metric energy distribution�. The seed for this solution �as will
be described in further detail� may be obtained by perturbing
the LA-DGB along an eigenvector associated with transla-
tional symmetry. A continuation of this family of solutions
can be performed as well. Increasing the frequencies toward
the optical cutoff band, we found that the HS-DGB family of
solutions, centered at the central heavy bead, also ceases to
exist at fb�8755 Hz. This branch of DGBs is linearly un-
stable and at that frequency experiences a saddle-center bi-
furcation with the LA-DGB branch of solutions shifted one
unit cell from the middle of the chain. Consequently, both
families of DGBs disappear. The bifurcation point depends
on the length of the system, and the frequency at which it
occurs becomes closer to the lower optical cutoff frequency
as the system size �i.e, the number of particles� becomes
larger.

The above phenomenology can be generalized for all the
shifted families of DGB solutions �namely, LA- and HS-
DGB with different pinning sites�. As they approach the op-
tical band, pairs of LA-DGB and HS-DGB solutions cen-
tered at adjacent sites collide and disappear. This cascade of
pairwise saddle-center bifurcations occurs closer to the opti-
cal band edge, the further away from the chain boundary the
pair of LA and HS-DGBs is centered. Only one branch of
solutions, the LA-DGB solution centered at the central light
bead, survives and ends at the linear limit of the optical
lower cutoff edge. In this paper, we will focus on two fami-
lies of DGB solutions: the LA-DGB centered at the central
light bead and the HS-DGB centered at the central heavy
bead.

In Fig. 2, we show the dependence of the breather’s en-
ergy on its frequency and �in the insets� examples of the
spatial energy profiles of these two different families of DGB
solutions �with frequency fb=8000 Hz� that the system sup-
ports. As one can observe in the energy diagram, the energies
of the two solutions are very close around fb�8755 Hz,
while the energy of the LA-DGB approaches zero as the
frequency of the breather approaches the optical lower cutoff
frequency f2. In contrast, when the frequency of the breather
approaches the acoustic upper cutoff frequency f1, the ener-
gies of the solutions grow rapidly. As we discuss below, this
arises from the resonance of the DGB with the linear acous-
tic upper cutoff mode.

Finally, as briefly discussed in Ref. �38�, the energy of the
LA-DGBs appears to have turning points �i.e., points at
which dE /dfb=0� at f �8480 Hz and f �8700 Hz. These
turning points are directly associated with the real instability
that the branch of LA-DGB solutions has in that frequency
regime. This has also been observed in binary discrete non-
linear Schrödinger �DNLS� models with alternating on-site
potential �56� and diatomic Klein-Gordon chains �57�.

C. Stability overview

In order to examine the linear stability of the obtained
solutions, we compute their Floquet multipliers � j �18,19�. If
all of the multipliers � j have unit magnitude, then the DGB
is linearly stable for our Hamiltonian dynamical model. Oth-
erwise, it is subject to either real or oscillatory instabilities,
for which the modulus of the corresponding unstable eigen-
vector grows exponentially as a function of time. It is impor-
tant to note that two pairs of Floquet multipliers are always
located at �1,0� in the complex plane. One pair, correspond-
ing to the phase mode, describes a rotation of the breather’s
aggregate phase. The second pair arises from the conserva-
tion of the total mechanical momentum, an additional inte-
gral of motion that arises in FPU-like chains with free ends
�18�.

In Fig. 3, we show the resulting stability diagram for both
families of DGB solutions. Strictly speaking, the LA-DGBs
are linearly stable only for fb very close to f2. For all other
frequencies, both families of the DGBs exhibit either real or
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Energy of the two families of discrete gap
breathers �DGBs� as a function of their frequency fb. The inset
shows a typical example of the energy density profile of each of the
two modes at fb=8000 Hz.
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oscillatory instabilities �19�. Real instabilities are connected
to the collision of a pair of Floquet multipliers—the eigen-
vectors of which are spatially localized—at the points
�+1,0� or �−1,0� on the unit circle. These instabilities are
associated with growth rates that are typically independent of
the size of the system �i.e., of the number of particles in the
chain�. On the other hand, oscillatory instabilities can arise
due to the collision of either two Floquet multipliers associ-
ated with spatially extended eigenvectors or one multiplier
associated with a spatially extended eigenvector and another
associated with a spatially localized one. Such collisions re-
quire that the Krein signatures of the associated colliding
eigenvectors have opposite sign �19�. Recall that Krein sig-
nature is the sign of the Hamiltonian energy that is carried by
the corresponding eigenvector �58�. Oscillatory instabilities
can occur at any point on the unit circle.

The first type of oscillatory instability, which arises from
the collision of two spatially extended eigenvectors, is
known to be a finite-size effect. As discussed in Ref. �59�, the
strength of such instabilities should depend on the system
size. In particular, when the size of the system is increased,
the magnitude of such instabilities weakens uniformly. Si-
multaneously, the number of such instabilities increases with
system size due to the increasing density of colliding Floquet
multipliers. Eventually, these instabilities vanish in the limit
of an infinitely large system.

The second type of oscillatory instability, which arises
from a collision of a spatially localized eigenvector with a
spatially extended eigenvector, occurs when an internal
mode of the DGB �i.e., a localized eigenvector� enters the
band of extended states associated with the phonon spectrum
of the system �such extended eigenvectors are only slightly
modified due to the presence of the DGB�. This kind of
oscillatory instability does not vanish in the limit of an infi-
nitely large system and is directly connected with Fano-like
resonant wave scattering by DGBs �see, e.g., Ref. �60� for
the monoatomic FPU case�.

IV. FOUR REGIMES OF DISCRETE GAP BREATHERS:
EXISTENCE AND STABILITY

A. Overview of four dynamical regimes

The purpose of this section is to qualitatively categorize
the two families of DGB into four regimes �(I) close to the
optical band, (II) moderately discrete, (III) strongly discrete,
and (IV) close to and slightly inside the acoustic band� ac-
cording to DGB characteristics such as the maximum rela-
tive displacement and the localization length of the DGB,
denoted by l �DGBs are localized vibrational modes with
amplitude which decays exponentially as exp�−�h� / l�, where
h is the number of particles away from the center of the
DGB�. Recalling that � is the localization length of the linear
surface mode, we find that this length provides a lower
bound for the localization length l of both families of DGBs.

In the top panels of Fig. 4, we show typical examples of
the relative displacement profiles of LA-DGB solutions
�each of which occurs in a different regime of the band gap�.
We similarly show four typical HS-DGB solutions �at the
same frequencies� in the bottom panels. In Table II, we sum-

marize the characteristics of the DGB solutions in the four
regimes.

In addition to the differences in amplitude and localiza-
tion length, each regime displays several interesting charac-
teristics. The close to the optical regime contains the only
strictly linearly stable modes �LA-DGB�. The moderately
discrete regime includes the aforementioned region of strong
instability for the LA-DGB and is the region within which
our experimentally observed LA-DGB �38� falls. The
strongly discrete regime shows a change in spatial displace-
ment profile �in both families� with respect to the other re-
gimes, which �as will be discussed� is connected to large
time loss of contact between adjacent beads �gap openings�
and the existence of gap surface modes, and is unique to our
tensionless contact potential. The close to and slightly inside
the acoustic band regime shows resonances with the upper
acoustic band edge and �for the HS-DGB� a resulting period-
doubling bifurcation. We now continue by conducting a de-
tailed investigation of both DGB families in the four differ-
ent regimes.

B. Region (I): Close to the optical band (fb› f2)

Regime �I� is located very close to the lower optical band
edge of the linear spectrum. As we mention above, the HS-
DGB family of solutions starts to exist from fb�8755 Hz
and below, while the LA-DGB family of solutions is initial-
ized from the linear limit at the lower edge of the optical
band. In this regime, both DGB solutions are characterized
by a localization length l that is much larger than the char-
acteristic localization length � of the surface mode. The DGB
spatial profiles have the form of the spatial profile of the
optical cutoff mode and the LA-DGB family is linearly
stable. Moreover, as indicated by the relative displacements
of the solutions in regime �I�, we can also conclude that
max

�ui−ui+1�
�0

�1, so the dynamics of the system is weakly non-
linear and the adjacent particles are always in contact �gaps
do not open between particles�. It should be noted that de-
spite the linear stability, this similarity in frequency and spa-
tial profile to the lower optical cutoff mode could make this
regime of DGB difficult to observe experimentally and dif-
ferentiate from the linear mode.

In this regime, since both DGB solutions are character-
ized by a small amplitude and a large localization length l,
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different dynamical regime. Bottom panels: same as the top panels
but for HS-DGB solutions.
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the effect of the discreteness is expected to be weak. Con-
tinuous approximation techniques �see, for example, Ref.
�55�� have revealed that the dynamics of the envelope of the
solutions close to the optical band is described by a focusing
nonlinear Schrödinger �NLS� equation. Hence, the two types
of DGBs can be viewed as discrete analogs of the asymmet-
ric gap solitons that are supported by the NLS equation that
is obtained in the asymptotic limit.

In this regime, due to the weak effect of the discreteness
for fb� f2, a third pair of Floquet multipliers appears in the
vicinity of the point �+1,0� on the unit circle. This is in
addition to the two previously discussed pairs of Floquet
multipliers related to the phase mode and conservation of
momentum. This third mode is the mode associated with the
breaking of the continuous translational symmetry �i.e., there
is a discrete translational symmetry/invariance in the limit of
small lattice spacing�. The associated Floquet multiplier is of
particular interest, as it has been associated with a localized
mode called a “translational” or “pinning” mode �19�. Per-
turbing the LA-DGB solution along this corresponding Flo-
quet eigenvector enables us to obtain the HS-DGB family of
solutions �essentially translating a DGB centered at a light
mass by one site to a heavy-centered DGB�.

C. Region (II): Moderately discrete regime

We call regime �II� moderately discrete. In this regime,
the localization length l of the two DGB solutions is smaller
than in the case of regime �I�, so the effect of discreteness
becomes stronger. In regime �II�, we find that

�ui−ui+1�
�0

�1 near
the central bead. As a result this regime also has a larger
kink-shaped distortion of the chain �i.e., displacement differ-
ential between the left and right ends of the chain�. This
kink-shaped distortion, which is visible in panel �a� of Fig. 5,
is a static mutual displacement of the parts of the chain sepa-
rated by the DGB, and is a characteristic of DB solutions in
anharmonic lattices that are described by asymmetric inter-
particle potentials �see �52,55��. The larger amplitude also
translates into a gap opening for the contact�s� of the central
particle for a small amount of time. The response of the
system can be considered as strongly nonlinear near the cen-
tral bead of the breather and weakly nonlinear elsewhere.

As the frequency is decreased throughout this regime, the
effect of the discreteness becomes stronger and the previ-
ously discussed pinning mode moves away from the point
�+1,0� on the unit circle; it moves along the unit circle for
the LA-DGB solution and along the real axis for the HS-
DGB solution �which causes a strong real instability in the
latter case�. For 8450 Hz� fb�8700 Hz both DGB families
are subject to strong harmonic �and real� instability. How-

ever, for fb�8400 Hz, the LA-DGB is subject only to weak
oscillatory instabilities whereas the HS-DBG maintains the
real instability. It is in this regime, below the strong instabil-
ity frequency region, that we categorize the type of LA-DGB
found experimentally in �38�. We discuss both HS- and LA-
DGB modes of this regime in further detail in the following
sections.

1. HS discrete gap breather (HS-DGB)

In Fig. 5�a�, we show the spatial profile of an example
HS-DGB solution with frequency fb=8600 Hz located in the
moderately discrete regime. Observe in panel �b� that one
pair of Floquet multipliers has abandoned the unit circle and
is positioned along the real axis. This strong instability �with
a real multiplier� is caused by a localized Floquet eigenvec-
tor �the pinning mode�. We plot the displacement and veloc-
ity components of this eigenvector in panels �c� and �d�,
respectively. This localized pinning mode is symmetric and
centered at a heavy particle. Perturbing the HS-DGB along
this unstable eigenvector deforms it in the direction of the
LA-DGB.

To reveal the effect of this instability �pinning mode� and
elucidate the transition between HS- and LA-DGBs, we per-
form numerical integration of the original nonlinear equa-
tions of motion �Eq. �5�� using as an initial condition the sum
of the unstable HS-DGB mode and the pinning mode. In
order to reduce the reflecting radiation from the boundaries,
we use a �rather large� chain that consists of N=501 par-
ticles. The HS-DGB performs a few localized oscillations up

TABLE II. Characteristics of the DGBs in the four different regimes.

Regime �I� Regime �II� Regime �III� Regime �IV�
Near optical Moderately discrete Strongly discrete Near acoustic
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FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Spatial profile of an HS-DGB with
frequency fb=8600 Hz. �b� Corresponding locations of Floquet
multipliers � j in the complex plane. We show the unit circle to
guide the eye. Displacement �c� and velocity components �d� of the
Floquet eigenvectors associated with the real instability.
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to times of about 5T �where T is the period of the solution�;
then, it starts to emit phonon waves and eventually is trans-
formed into an LA-DGB. By performing a Fourier transform
of the displacements of the center particle �see the inset of
Fig. 6�, we find that the frequency of the transformed LA-
DGB is fb�7900 Hz.

2. LA discrete gap breather (LA-DGB)

We now discuss the LA-DGB branch of solutions in the
moderately discrete regime. Carefully monitoring the motion
of the Floquet multipliers on the unit circle during parameter
continuation, we observe that at f �8717 Hz, a pair of Flo-
quet multipliers leaves the phonon band that consists of the
eigenstates that are spatially extended. The corresponding
eigenmode becomes progressively more localized as the fre-
quency decreases �61�. At f �8700 Hz, it arrives at the point
�+1,0� on the unit circle, where it collides with its complex
conjugate to yield a real instability �see the left panel of Fig.
3�. This instability persists down to f �8450 Hz. As indi-
cated above, this real instability is directly associated with
the turning points that arise from the frequency dependence
of the energy. As discussed also in Ref. �57�, this is reminis-
cent of the Vakhitov-Kolokolov instability of soliton solu-
tions for the NLS equation �62�.

In Fig. 7�a�, we show the spatial profile of an example
LA-DGB solution with frequency fb=8600 Hz �in the real
instability region�. Observe in the stability diagram in panel
�b� that one pair of Floquet multipliers has abandoned the
unit circle and is located along the real axis. This strong
instability �arising from the real multiplier� is caused by a
localized Floquet eigenvector. We plot its displacement and
velocity components in panels �c� and �d�, respectively. This
mode is asymmetric and centered at a light particle.

To reveal the effect of this instability, we perform numeri-
cal integration of the nonlinear equations of motion �Eq. �5��.
As before, we use a large chain consisting of N=501 par-
ticles in order to reduce the reflecting radiation from the
boundaries. As one can observe in the top panels of Fig. 8,
the LA-DGB with frequency fb=8600 Hz, which is subject
to the strong real instability, is transformed into a linearly

stable and more extended LA-DGB with fb�8800 Hz when
we add the unstable Floquet eigenvector to the solution. On
the other hand, as depicted in the bottom panels of Fig. 8, we
obtain an LA-DGB with fb�8200 Hz when we subtract the
unstable eigenvector from the initial LA-DGB solution.
Hence, it becomes apparent that depending on the nature of
the perturbation, the unstable LA-DGB can be “steered” to-
ward higher or lower �more stable� oscillation frequencies
within the gap.

This is also important with respect to the experimental
observations in �38�. As we have previously discussed, the
DGBs in the nearly continuum regime are very similar to the
linear lower optical cutoff mode and thus potentially difficult
to detect. Following that regime to this moderately discrete
regime, both LA- and HS-DGBs are characterized by strong
instabilities down to fb�8400 Hz. The HS-DGBs continue
to be characterized by a strong instability. As we showed in
Fig. 6, the HS-DGB will transform to an LA-DGB below
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this region of strong instability. Furthermore, as we showed
in Fig. 8, an LA-DGB in the strong instability region can
transform into an LA-DGB with frequency either above or
below the region of strong instability. It is natural then that
the DGB observed in �38� is an LA-DGB in the moderately
discrete regime �i.e, it has low energy, it is weakly unstable,
and it has a significantly distinct spatial profile from the lin-
ear lower optical cutoff mode�. Although other effects such
as dissipation will also play a role in the observability of the
DGB modes, the stability and spatial profile can be the be-
ginnings of a guide for observability in practice.

D. Region (III): Strongly discrete regime (f1™ fb™ f2)

In regime �III�, which we call strongly discrete, the local-
ization length l of the DGB solutions is the smallest possible
over the whole gap �i.e., it is of the same order as �� and
max

�ui−ui+1�
�0

�1. The LA-DGB is subject only to weak oscil-
latory instabilities while the HS-DGB continues to be subject
to the real instability, which has been considerably strength-
ened.

The spatial profile of the DGB solutions is now quite
different from those in regimes �I� and �II� and hence from
those of DGBs in a standard diatomic FPU-like system �53�.
In Fig. 9, we show examples of both families of DGBs at
fb=7210 Hz, the characteristic frequency of the linear sur-
face mode �see Table I�.

Comparing these solutions to their siblings in regimes �I�
and �II� �for example, comparing Fig. 9�a� to Fig. 5�a� and
Fig. 9�c� to Fig. 7�a�� reveals a remarkable change in their
spatial profiles. At this particular frequency, DGBs in both
families have narrower profiles. Additionally, one observes
adjacent pairs of particles with small relative displacements
�i.e., they move together� near their centers. This qualitative
shape is now reminiscent of the linear surface modes in Eqs.
�9� and �10� instead of the spatial profiles characterizing the
DGB in the other regimes.

A possible explanation for the change of the spatial pro-
files of the DGBs is the following. Near the center of the
strongly discrete DGBs, we find that

�ui−1 − ui�
�0

� 1. �12�

From a physical perspective, this implies that there is a
large amount of time �in contrast to what we observe in the
moderately discrete regime� during which some beads near
the center of the DGB lose contact with each other due to the
tensionless Hertzian potential. The system thus experiences
effectively free boundary conditions in the bulk as new “sur-
faces” are temporarily generated near the center of the DGB.
However, as we have already mentioned for this type of sys-
tem, a surface mode with a frequency in the gap exists only
for free boundary conditions with light mass �aluminum� end
particles. We observe that for certain portions of the period
of both HS- and LA-DGB families, these conditions support-
ing a gap surface mode are satisfied. For this reason, in Figs.
9�b�–9�d�, we plot the spatial profile of the surface mode
using Eqs. �9� and �10� and a corresponding visualization of
our system that shows the locations of gap openings and the
newly created boundaries. For portions of the chain that have
a light mass particle at the newly generated surface, we over-
lay the displacement profile of the linear gap surface mode,
with amplitude B of Eqs. �9� and �10� fitted to match the
displacement of the DGB solution.

At the particular frequency where the linear surface mode
exists �see Fig. 9, Eqs. �9� and �10� and associated discus-
sion�, we can observe the following phenomenology. As gap
openings arise, there is very good agreement between the
surface mode displacement profile and the corresponding
portion of DGB solution. On the other side of the chain �by
necessity terminating in a heavy particle�, the waveform can-
not form such a surface gap mode. The reader should be
cautioned that this is a dynamical process where gap open-
ings arise and disappear during different portions of the
breather period. Furthermore, it should be indicated that if
the frequency deviates from the frequency of a linear surface
gap mode, this phenomenology persists as a nonlinear vari-
ant of the linear surface mode with a modified spatial profile.

Computation of the Floquet spectrum associated with lin-
ear stability shows that the HS-DGB modes in this regime
continue to be subject to the strong real instability. Addition-
ally, the HS-DGB and the LA-DGB modes each possess
seven quadruplets of Floquet multipliers that have left the
unit circle. The maximum magnitude of these unstable Flo-
quet multipliers is only about 1.02, so the corresponding in-
stabilities are very weak. In order to address the question of
how such instabilities manifest, we perform long-time simu-
lations using as an initial condition the numerically exact
LA-DGB with frequency fb=7000 Hz, which we perturb
with white noise whose amplitude is 10 perecent of that of
the LA-DGB. The final result is the destruction of the DGB
at t�0.075 s, which is soon followed by the generation of
new internal frequencies and corresponding increase in the
background noise. Thus, the corresponding LA-DGB has a
finite lifetime of about 525T, where T=1 / fb is the period of
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the breather. This long-time evolution is reminiscent of that
observed when DNLS single-site breathers are destroyed by
standing-wave instabilities �63�.

E. Region (IV): Close to and slightly inside
the acoustic band

Finally, in regime �IV�, which is close to and slightly
inside the acoustic band, both DGB solutions are delocalized
�which implies that l��� due to resonance with the upper
acoustic mode. Additionally, max

�ui−ui+1�
�0

�1. In this regime,
both solutions are subject to strong oscillatory instabilities,
and the HS-DGB solutions are still subject to strong real
instabilities. However, there is also an interval—specifically
from fb�5940 Hz to fb� f1—in which the HS-DGB family
of breathers is subject to a second real instability. This so-
called subharmonic instability is caused by the collision of a
quadruplet of unstable Floquet multipliers at the �−1,0�
point on the unit circle at fb�5940. As fb decreases, one pair
of unstable Floquet multipliers returns to the unit circle but
the second remains on the real axis. We show the displace-
ment and velocity components of the associated unstable
Floquet eigenvector at fb=5500 Hz in the bottom panels of
Fig. 10. As one can see, the displacement and velocity com-
ponents of the Floquet eigenvectors are extended. Perturbing
the solution along this subharmonic instability eigendirection
and focusing only on short term dynamics to avoid the mani-
festation of the stronger real instability, we observe a period-
doubling bifurcation �oscillations of the central bead with
twice the period of that of the oscillations of the adjacent
beads�.

Finally, we examine what happens at and slightly inside
the acoustic band. In contrast to the optical gap boundary, at
which the DGB solutions delocalize and then vanish, we find
in the acoustic boundary of the gap that the solutions delo-
calize, but persist with the addition of nonzero oscillating
tails �see the top panels of Fig. 11�. These arise from reso-

nance of the DGBs with the upper acoustic cutoff mode. The
new bifurcated solutions are called discrete out-gap breath-
ers �DOGBs�. More about DOGBs and their possible bifur-
cations in a binary DNLS model can be found in Ref. �56�.
In Fig. 11, we show the profiles of both families of DOGBs.
In both cases, the DGBs transform into DOGB solutions
with nonzero tails that have the form of the upper acoustic
cutoff mode. The appearance of such modes, which are as-
sociated with resonances of the DGBs with the linear mode,
can occur in general in finite-size systems in which the pho-
non spectrum is discrete. They can be observed when the
DGB frequency �or one of its harmonics� penetrates the pho-
non band. Other kinds of DGB solutions with different non-
zero tails are generated when the second harmonic of the
DGB penetrates the optical band from above. These solu-
tions, which are called phonobreathers �64�, have tails of the
form of the optical upper cutoff mode and oscillate at a
higher frequency �of about f3�.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have presented systematic computations
of the intrinsically localized excitations that precompressed
diatomic granular crystals can support in the gap of their
linear spectrum between the acoustic and optical bands. We
have examined two families of discrete gap breather �DGB�
solutions. One of them consists of heavy-symmetric DGBs
�HS-DGB�, and the other consists of light-asymmetric DGB
�LA-DGB�, where the symmetric/asymmetric characteriza-
tion arises from the spatial profiles of their energy distribu-
tions. We found that the HS-DGB branch of localized states
is always unstable through the combination of an omnipres-
ent real Floquet-multiplier instability and occasional oscilla-
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FIG. 10. �Color online� �a� Spatial profile of an HS-DGB with
frequency fb=5500 Hz. �b� Corresponding locations of Floquet
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guide the eye. �c� Displacement and �d� velocity components of the
Floquet eigenvectors associated with the second real instability
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tory instabilities. We showed that the LA-DGB solutions
have the potential to be stable as long as their frequency lies
sufficiently close to the optical band edge. For lower fre-
quencies, we observe within a small frequency interval that a
real instability renders these solutions unstable. For frequen-
cies outside this region of real instability, weak oscillatory
instabilities render this solution weakly unstable, although in
this case the solutions still might be observable for very long
times. We explored the progressive localization of the solu-
tions upon decreasing the frequency within the gap, and we
discussed the regimes of weak, moderate, and strong dis-
creteness. We examine the spatial profile of DGBs in the
presence of strong discreteness and noted their similarity to
linear gap surface modes. Finally, in a specific frequency
interval near the acoustic band edge of the linear gap, we
also found a period-doubling bifurcation and described its
associated instability. In the future, it would be interesting to

explore whether additional families of DGBs �including so-
lutions that do not bifurcate from the linear limit� can exist in
1D or higher dimensional granular crystals.
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